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Abstract

Recent studies have shown that students follow stable behav-
ioral patterns while learning in online educational systems.
These behavioral patterns can further be used to group the
students into different clusters. However, as these clusters in-
clude both high- and low-performance students, the relation
between the behavioral patterns and student performance is
yet to be clarified. In this work, we study the relationship be-
tween students’ learning behaviors and their performance, in
a self-organized online learning system that allows them to
freely practice with various problems and worked examples.
We represent each student’s behavior as a vector of high-
support sequential micro-patterns. Then, we discover both the
prevalent behavioral patterns in each group and the shared
patterns across groups using discriminative non-negative ma-
trix factorization. Our experiments show that we can success-
fully detect such common and specific patterns in students’
behavior that can be further interpreted into student learning
behavior trait patterns and performance patterns.

Introduction

In many online learning environments, students have the
freedom to access learning materials, repeatedly, in any or-
der, and at their own pace. With fewer restrictions, a variety
of interaction sequences emerge as learners work with such
systems. For example, in an interaction session, a student
may start by studying some reading material for a while,
then move on to solving relevant problems, and eventu-
ally, take a quiz before leaving the system. Recent stud-
ies on extracting behavioral patterns from these sequences
have shown that students follow stable behavioral patterns
while working with these systems (Guerra et al. 2014;
Mirzaei, Sahebi, and Brusilovsky 2019; Gitinabard et al.
2019; Wen et al. 2019). For example, some students tend
to study the reading materials, while others are more inter-
ested in learning by solving problems (Mirzaei, Sahebi, and
Brusilovsky 2019). In addition to learning patterns, some
studies have discovered inefficient learning behaviors in stu-
dent sequences. For example, Guerra et al. found that some
students tend to repeat the same problems and concepts,
even after mastering them, rather than moving on to learn
new and more complex concepts (Guerra et al. 2014). One
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may expect to see an association between these inefficient
learning behaviors and low performance in students. How-
ever, the same studies showed that using all behavioral pat-
terns, one cannot easily separate high- and low-performing
students. Studying stability of these patterns during the time,
suggested that many of them are representative of student
behavioral traits, rather than student performance. Specif-
ically, both high- and low-learners may demonstrate some
inefficient behavioral patterns in their sequences.

In this context, a natural question is if we can differenti-
ate between the trait behavioral patterns and the performance
behavioral patterns. In other words, which of the behavioral
patterns are associated with student behavioral traits, and
which are indicators of students’ high or low performance?
Answering these questions will help to better detect ineffi-
ciencies in students’ sequences while interacting with online
learning systems, and guide them towards a more productive
learning behavior.

In this work, we mine the trait versus performance behav-
ioral patterns in students by summarizing student sequences
as frequent micro-pattern vectors, grouping the students ac-
cording to their performance, and discovering the latent
factors that represent each group using discriminative non-
negative matrix factorization. We experiment on a real-word
dataset of sequences from students interacting with an on-
line programming tutoring system, with two different learn-
ing material types: problems, and worked-examples. Our ex-
periments show the discriminative power of our method be-
tween different types of behavioral patterns. Also, by clus-
tering these patterns according to their discovered latent fac-
tors, we reveal interesting associations between them.

Related Work

With the amount of information from students’ interaction
log in online educational systems increasingly growing, it
is compelling for researchers utilizing this data to study
and improve the learning process. Such data can be uti-
lized to model students’ behavior while interacting with on-
line courses. Students’ behavior from log data are used to
predict students’ performance (Xing et al. 2015) to either
intervene the student and avoid failure or encourage them
to pursue productive behaviors (Chunqiao, Xiaoning, and
Qingyou 2017). Another usage is to predict dropout in on-
line open-access courses (Boyer and Veeramachaneni 2015;
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Whitehill et al. 2015; Ameri et al. 2016).
Sequence mining has been widely used in educational re-

searches to study students’ activities in online systems. Ex-
ploratory sequence analysis of students’ actions could unveil
learning strategies in flipped classes (Jovanović et al. 2017).
This method helps instructors to design courses and scaf-
folds. Students can also take advantage of the approach to
improve their learning behaviors. Analyzing the sequence
of transitions between online platforms in (Gitinabard et
al. 2019) has shown meaningful patterns that are helpful
for both instructors and students. Mining students’ sequen-
tial patterns of actions is used in (Maldonado et al. 2010)
to extract students’ behavioral patterns while interacting
around a tabletop. They used the patterns to distinguish be-
tween high achievement and low achievement groups. Pre-
vious researches have shown that students’ behaviors can
impact their performance since the behavior could be pro-
ductive or non-productive. In (Guerra et al. 2014) the pat-
terns are extracted using sequential pattern mining methods
from interaction with exercises and in (Mirzaei, Sahebi, and
Brusilovsky 2019) the patterns are extracted from interac-
tion with multiple learning materials. In those researches,
distinctive patterns are recognized for each group, however,
there are some patterns that are common among all students
that should be taken into account.

Matrix factorization methods have been introduced in rec-
ommendation systems (Koren, Bell, and Volinsky 2009) and
widely used in other areas such as document clustering (Kim
et al. 2015; Xu, Liu, and Gong 2003; Shahnaz et al. 2006;
Pauca et al. 2004). In (Mouri et al. 2019) non-negative Ma-
trix Factorization (NMF) is used to detect high-performance
learners’ browsing patterns from the collected log data to in-
crease students’ thinking skills. Algorithm DICS in (Zhang
et al. 2018) exploits the relationships in different views to
build a classifier. This approach uses joint NMF to explore
discriminative and non-discriminative information existing
in common and specific sections among multiple views. An-
other way of representing students’ behaviors are by using
tensors. Tensor-based methods are used to model students’
behavior and predict their performance (Sahebi, Lin, and
Brusilovsky 2016). In (Wen et al. 2019) multi-way interac-
tions are considered as behavior and common and discrimi-
native patterns are discovered with a framework of iterative
discriminant factorization.

Joint discriminative non-negative matrix factorization has
been used previously in (Kim et al. 2015) to discover com-
mon and distinctive topics in documents. Their topic model-
ing method simultaneously finds common and distinct top-
ics from multiple datasets. We apply this approach to detect
common and distinct extracted patterns from students’ se-
quential behaviors with different performances.

Dataset

Our dataset is collected from an online tutoring system that
includes programming problems and worked examples. Stu-
dents are free to choose the problems they would like to
work on, and the examples they would like to study in any
order. Each programming problem is a multiple-choice or

a short-answer question, presenting a code snippet to stu-
dents and asking for the results of executing that code. The
students can repeat answering to the same problem multiple
times. However, every time simple code parameters, such
as variable values, change and as a result, the correct an-
swer to that problem changes. The annotated examples are
code snippets that include natural language explanations for
different lines of code. Our collected data includes every
student’s sequence of activities, in the form of problem or
example identifiers, if the student’s answer to the problem
is correct (success) or incorrect (failure), and the time the
student spends on each activity. Each problem or worked-
example in the dataset is assigned to a specific course topic.
Additionally, students’ prior knowledge in the material (as
pre-test scores) and knowledge at the end of the course (as
post-test scores) are available in the dataset. The dataset in-
cludes 83 student activity sequences on 103 problems and
42 examples. Student sequence length in each session varies
between 1 and 30, with an average of 2.33 activities. 61.2%
of activities are on problems, and 38.8% are on examples.
The average student success rate on problems is 68%.

Discriminative Learning of Student Behavior

In this section, we describe the process of extracting pat-
terns from student learning behaviors. An illustration of our
framework is presented in Figure 1.

In summary, our framework follows the following steps:

1. coding student activity and constructing student se-
quences;

2. building student pattern matrices; and

3. finding discriminative vs. common patterns between high-
and low-performing students.

In the following sections, we describe each of these steps.

Constructing Student Activity Sequences

In this part, we follow the work of Mirzaei et al. to code
student activity sessions based on activity attempts’ type,
outcome, and duration (Mirzaei, Sahebi, and Brusilovsky
2019). Table 1 shows a short description of all attempt la-
bels.
Attempt type. Since students can work with various types
of learning material (in our case, problems and worked-
examples), we code activities based on the learning material
type. Specifically, for worked examples we use the letters
“e” or “E”, and for problems, we use the letters “s”, “S”,
“f”, or “F” according to outcome and duration.
Attempt Outcome. Attempting to solve problems can have
different outcomes. In our case, students can have a correct
(success) or incorrect (failure) answer. We code each kind
of feedback with different letters: a student’s successful out-
come is presented with “s” or “S”, and the unsuccessful one
is presented with “f” or “F”.
Attempt Duration. We code the time spent on each attempt
for each learning material as a short (represented by lower-
case letters, like “s”) or long (represented by capital letters,
like “S”) attempt. To determine if an activity should be cate-
gorized as short vs. long, we compare the time taken on the
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Figure 1: Most frequent patterns are extracted from sequences by CM-SPAM. These patterns are rows of matrix X and students
are columns. We split matrix X based on the performance of the students to X1 and X2. Then with discriminative non-negative
matrix factorization, common and distinct patterns are extracted.

Label Attempt Label Attempt
S Long Success s Short Success
F Long Failure f Short Failure
E Long Example e Short Example

Table 1: Attempt coding labels

activity in this attempt with the median time-taken on this
activity across all attempts of all students. If this attempt
takes longer than the median time, the attempt is coded as
a long attempt; Otherwise, it is coded as a short one.

Each student can attempt learning materials from various
topics in any order. Using the assigned learning material
topic, we separate student activity sequences into multiple
topic sessions. A new topic session starts when the student
moves to a different topic, meaning that all student activi-
ties within a session focus on the same topic. To indicate the
start and the end of each session, we use a special symbol
“ ”. For instance, “ Fse ” is a student session that starts with
working on a problem for a long time and failing at it, then
working on the problem again for a short time and succeed-
ing in it, and finally moving on to studying an example for a
short time.

Building the Pattern Matrix

Following the work of Guerra et al., in this part we use
the coded student sequences to build students’ micro-pattern
vectors (Guerra et al. 2014). More specifically, we extract
high-frequent micro-patterns from the coded sequences, and
then build student pattern vectors based on those frequent
micro-patterns.

For the first step, we use CM-SPAM (Fournier-Viger et
al. 2014), a sequential pattern mining algorithm, to find the
frequent micro-patterns with minimum support of 5.4%. We
choose this minimum support to keep the most important
patterns, while maintaining an adequate statistical power for
the experiments. Then, we discard the short patterns, or the
ones with length less than two, as they do not convey a se-
quential notion. This leads to 77 different frequent micro-
patterns. For the second step, we use these 77 most frequent
micro-patterns as features to build student pattern vectors.
For each student, we calculate the normalized frequency of

each micro-pattern in their complete coded sequence. The
normalization is done such that the sum of values for micro-
patterns for each student equals to one. This normalization
compensates for students having various sequences lengths
and allows the student vectors to be on the same scale. We
can then build a pattern matrix that represents all student
behaviors by concatenating their normalized micro-pattern
vectors.

Discriminative Non-negative Factorization of
Patterns

Our main goal in this work is to distinguish between micro-
patterns that can represent students’ learning behavior traits
and the ones that can be indicators of student performance.
To measure the performance of student s, we use students’
normalized learning gain as:

normalized-learning-gains =
post-tests − pre-tests

max-post-test − min-pre-test

in which max-post-test and min-pre-test are the maximum
and minimum possible scores in post-test and pre-test, re-
spectively. We group the top 40% (n = 29) of students with
the highest normalized learning gain as high-performing stu-
dents, and the bottom 40% (n = 26) as low-performing
students. We leave out the students in the middle (20%) to
achieve better discrimination between student performances
in the two high and low groups.

Our assumption is that the micro-patterns that are repre-
sentative of learning behavior traits, are independent of stu-
dent performances. As a result, they can be shared across
both high- and low-performance students. On the other hand,
we assume that the micro-patterns that discriminate high-
performing students from the low-performing ones, can be
predominantly seen in one of these two groups. According
to these assumptions, we expect to see three sets of micro-
patterns in high- and low-performance students’ pattern vec-
tors: i) a set that is common across the student groups, and
has a similar importance in both groups’ pattern vectors; ii)
a set that is frequently seen in high-performance students’
sequences, and not in low-performance ones’; and iii) a set
that is specific to low-performance students.

To verify this distinction between different sets of pat-
terns, we apply discriminative non-negative matrix factor-
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ization (Kim et al. 2015) that was proposed for discrimi-
natory topic modeling in documents. To do this, we split
the pattern-student matrix X , built in previous section based
on the students’ performance to achieve matrix X1 for low-
performing students, and X2 for low-performing ones. Each
column in these matrices represent micro-patterns of one
student, and each row represent the presence of one micro-
pattern in all students’ sequences.

Using simple non-negative matrix factorization, each of
these two matrices can be decomposed into multiplication
of two lower-dimensional matrices W and H , with k la-
tent factors. These latent factors can summarize the asso-
ciation between behavioral micro-patterns and students, us-
ing a shared latent space (X1 ≈ W1H

T
1 X2 ≈ W2H

T
2 ).

To learn the W and H matrices, an optimization algorithm
(such as gradient descent) can be used to minimize the fol-
lowing objective function, with respect to these parameters:

L =
∥∥∥X1 −W1H

T
1

∥∥∥2
F
+

∥∥∥X2 −W2H
T
2

∥∥∥2
F

(1)

However, this factorization does not discriminate between
common and distinctive patterns. To enforce our assump-
tions and further group the micro-patterns into the above-
mentioned three sets, we use their latent representations. To
find the micro-patterns that belong to group i, we restrict
the discovered latent representations for some of the micro-
patterns to be as similar as possible across the two groups of
students. To find the micro-patterns that belong to groups ii
and iii, we impose the discovered latent representations for
other micro-patterns to be as different as possible across the
two groups of students. To do so, we assume W and H can
be split to two sub-matrices, each having either common or
discriminative patterns,with kc and kd latent factors, respec-
tively:

W1 = [W1,c W1,d], W2 = [W2,c W2,d]

H1 =

[
H1,c

H1,d

]
H2 =

[
H2,c

H2,d

]
(2)

Here W1,c and W2,c contain common patterns and W1,d

and W2,d have distinct ones and k = kc+ kd. To impose the
similarity between common patterns (setting W1,c ≈ W2,c)
and dissimilarity between distinct patterns (setting W1,d �≈
W2,d), we add two regularization terms, fc(.) and fd(.), to
the objective function. fc(.) and fd(.) aim to penalize the
difference between common patterns and the similarity be-
tween distinct patterns, respectively. For the difference be-
tween common patterns, the euclidean distance is used and
for the similarity between distinct ones, the dot product be-
tween vectors. As a result, these two functions are defined
as in Equation (3).

fc(W1,c,W2,c) =
∥∥W1,c −W2,c

∥∥2
F

fd(W1,d,W2,d) =
∥∥∥WT

1,dW2,d

∥∥∥2
F

(3)

Eventually, considering regularization on W and H for
generalizability purposes, we will minimize the objective
function in Equation (4), with respect to W and H , and con-
straining them to be non-negative, using Gradient Descent

Figure 2: Reconstruction error (RMSE) of
∥∥X1 −W1H

T
1

∥∥
and

∥∥X2 −W2H
T
2

∥∥ with 500 iterations

(GD) algorithm.

L =
∥∥∥X1 −W1H

T
1

∥∥∥2
F
+
∥∥∥X2 −W2H

T
2

∥∥∥2
F
+

α
∥∥W1,c −W2,c

∥∥2
F
+ β

∥∥∥WT
1,dW2,d

∥∥∥2
F
+ γ(‖W‖2 +‖H‖2)

(4)

Experiments

Finding Pattern Latent Vectors

Using the GD algorithm and performing a grid-search to find
the best number of common and distinct latent factors (Kc

and Kd), we find each pattern’s latent vectors. To evaluate
the goodness of fit, we use the reconstruction error (Root
Mean Square Error) on matrices X1 and X2. We vary K be-
tween 2 and 20 and for each K, we search over Kcs between
0 to K, such that Kd = K − Kc. The least reconstruction
error happens when K = 15, Kc = 10, and Kd = 5. In
Figure 2, we show the convergence of the GD algorithm in
reconstructing X1 and X2 in the first 500 iterations.

The discovered latent factors for each pattern are shown in
Figure 3. The left 10 columns show an average of common
latent factors in W1,c and W2,c, the middle 5 are discrimina-
tive latent factors for low-performing students (W1,d), and
the last 5 are factors of high-performing students (W2,d).
The darker the color, the more a latent factor is weighted
for each pattern. Looking at the heatmap, we can see that a
big group of micro-patterns in the bottom rows have similar,
and lower weights in common and distinctive latent factors.
These are the patterns that happen in student sequences from
any groups (so, associated with learning behavior trait), but
are not very strong in showing the kind of learning trait. An-
other group of patterns that are common between students is
the ones that show predominantly example-related activities
(e.g., ‘ee ’, and ‘ ee’ micro-patterns). For these patterns, we
see lower discriminatory weights for the performance latent
factors, but high weights for the common latent factors. This
shows that not only these patterns are indicative of learn-
ing behavior traits, but they are also representing a specific
kind of these traits: they show the group of students who are
interested in studying the worked examples, more than oth-
ers. This finding is in accordance with having “readers” vs.
other student cluster in previous literature (Mirzaei, Sahebi,
and Brusilovsky 2019).

The rest of the patterns are performance patterns: if they
have a high weight in low-performing latent factors, they
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will not have a high weight in high-performing latent fac-
tors, and vice versa. For example, the first group of pat-
terns, mostly with long successful attempts repeated only
once or twice with shorter successes, are having higher
weights in high-performance factors, and very low weight
in low-performance factors. This means that observing these
sets of patterns in a student’s behavior can be indicative
of their high performance. On the other hand, the sets
of patterns with many repeated successful, but short at-
tempts, (like ‘sss’, and ‘ssssss’) are having high weights in
low-performance factors and almost zero weights in high-
performance factors. It means students that succeed in solv-
ing problems of the same topic repeatedly but do not take the
time on them are more likely to be low-performing students.

Clustering Patterns

To further understand the students’ learning behavior trait
and performance patterns, we cluster these patterns, accord-
ing to the discovered latent factors, into different groups us-
ing the spectral clustering algorithm, to find 6 different clus-
ters. The horizontal bars in Figure 3 are dividing the pat-
terns into the discovered clusters. The results illustrate the
division of patterns based on a combination of learning trait
and performance factors. First, we see that trait vs. perfor-
mance patterns are falling into separate clusters. For exam-
ple, patterns containing reading examples (as a trait) such
as ‘ee ’, and ‘ ee’ fall into the same cluster, and patterns
with long successes (as a performance indicator) such as
‘ Sss’, and ‘ SS’ are together in another cluster. Second, we
see that high- and low-performance patterns are falling into
separate clusters. For example, patterns with long successes
(as a high-performance indicator) such as ‘ SS’ vs. patterns
with short repetitive successes (as a low-performance indi-
cator), such as ‘sssss’, belong to different clusters. Third,
we observe a trait-related separation between different per-
formance clusters. For example, both first group of patterns
(with long successes, followed by a few short successes) and
the fifth group of patterns (with long failures, mostly fol-
lowed by long success) are indicators of high-performance
students. However, the first one shows the students that
would like to repeat their success a few times after spending
the time to get a problem right. While the second one shows
the group of students who will move on to other problem
topics as soon as they have a long-thought success, after a
long failure. This result is in accordance with grouping the
students into “confirmers” and “non-confirmers” by Guerra
et al. (Guerra et al. 2014). We see similar trait-based clusters
within low-performance patterns: the second and fourth sets
of patterns in Figure 3.

To analyze the clusters more and find the most discrim-
inating patterns within each cluster, we find the average of
the latent factor values in each cluster. These results are plot-
ted in Figure 4. The error bars represent the 95% confidence
interval, showing if the weight of a latent factor in a cluster
is significantly different from the weight of the same latent
factor in other clusters. We observe that the second common
latent factor is the most prominent in cluster 3 (the example
studying patterns). Cluster 4’s (low-performance patterns in-
dicating a short success after a long failure) most promi-

nent latent factor is the fourth low-discriminative factor; and
cluster 2’s (low performing sequence of repeated short suc-
cesses) most weighted factor is the last factor in the discrim-
inative ones. These results show the discriminative power of
latent factors, especially in indicating “example studying”
behavior and finding low-performing patterns. Using these
observations, we can use the same latent factors to predict
students’ performance in our future work.

Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a framework to discriminate
learning behavior trait patterns vs. performance-indicator
patterns of students from student sequences in an online
learning environment. In our analyses, we have shown that
we can discover meaningful pattern clusters based on the la-
tent factors that we find using discriminative non-negative
matrix factorization. These patterns demonstrate that high-

Figure 3: Heatmap shows the distribution of latent factors in
common and discriminative parts.
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Figure 4: Latent factors for 6 clusters and respective patterns

performance students either repeat their success if they have
achieved it by spending a longer time or try to reinforce what
they have learned after a long failure by spending the time to
get the problem right again. Low-performing students either
hastily repeat their successful attempts over and over again
without spending enough time or leave the problem with just
one short success after a long failure, only not to learn from
it. In the future, we would like to study the predictive power
of the discovered latent factors.
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